
Nowadays everyone likes to travel. Some people travel alone while others prefer to travel in 
a group. Discuss both approaches. Give your own opinion with relevant examples from your 
experience.

Traveling has become one of the most popular activities among/amongst people to spend their 
leisure time. While some people travel alone, there are some others who choose to travel 
with/in a group. After choosing the destination, traveling alone or in a group is one of the 
mainly permanent questions whenever I want to travel, and as both choices has have its own 
merits and demerits my votes goes for both of them.

I think it goes without saying that most people prefer to travel with a group of people who have 
something in common. Sometimes friends plan to travel, and from my point of view these kinds 
of journeys are unforgettable. As an example, I still can remember my classmates and I went to 
Antalyia about eight years ago and whenever we see each other, we start remembering good 
old memories of that travel. I can remember there were some other tourists from other 
countries who were alone who joined us and are still connected with us via social networking 
services.

On the other hand, sometimes I prefer to travel alone to relax and forget about the hectic pace 
of life I am currently involved with. I think everyone needs some time to think and concentrate 
on his their plans and way of living. I occasionally travel alone to do meditations and recharge 
my mental energy. Disappointedly lost and tired in this world, there are some people who 
travel to nature to enjoy the peace and quiet in untouched/pristine jungles and high 
mountainous areas.

In conclusion, I think while it is definitely enjoyable to travel with close friends and relatives it is 
necessary for everyone to travel alone to have more attention to his their spirituality and stop 
spending time with others. I strongly hold the idea that striking e a balance in life is one of the 
most important factors successful people always follow, so from my point of view both 
approaches are correct and has have some advantages.


